
Our growing company is hiring for an architect design. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for architect design

Develop infrastructure design and costing for business and IT initiatives
Be primarily responsible for gathering design requirements for the PKI
operations, including security, application, technical, business, and external
requirements
Design the logical and physical CA hierarchies and write certificate policies,
including defining certificate profiles and restrictions to fulfill PKI CA project
requirements
Operating the Cloud Solutions Service Design bid governance process,
focussing on costs and risks
Architect and design secure broad sweeping solutions to support multiple
customer initiatives using industry best practices and technologies to that
knowledge presented by EIT and engineering teams
Define and design secure service offerings with the primary tenants of
Availability, Integrity and Confidentiality (CIA)
Enable other functional product areas to create and design secure solutions
Participate as a member of the Architecture Review Board (ARB)
Assist and lead the design and implementation Implements and support
Cisco Routers and Switches and related technologies
Assist in designing computer networks, including local area networks (LANs),
wide area networks (WANs), the Internet, intranets, and other data
communications systems
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Expertise in Design software tools (the usual suspects and any relevant
others)
Experience in UX process, championing a User Centred Design approach,
leveraging user and usibility testing imperatives, heuristic analytics and data-
based requirements gathering
You will showcase your interactive skills with mobile, social and gaming
experience design, incorporating them into the PreK-12 learning experience
Deep, hands-on knowledge of UI technologies for the web + native mobile
applications (iOS, Android)
Knowledge of Adobe Create Suite
Knowledge of Axure RP 8


